Supplemental Figure 1: Occupancy of the Ca
2+ -independent states as a function of pCa, using Parameter Set 1, Table 1 . (A) The probability of occupancy for the force-generating states M 0 and M 1 (and their sum). (B) The fraction of force arising from CIA (Ca 2+ -independent activation), obtained by dividing the probability of the M 0 state by the total M-state probability (
The total probability of Ca 2+ -free states (given by The MCMC simulations performed in this study enabled characterization of patterns of thin filament activation under varying conditions. For instance, active RUs (C or M states) were frequently clustered together into 'islands' (panel A). By sampling many thin filament configurations from simulation data, it is possible to determine the statistical occurrence of islands of given sizes. This schematic also illustrates 'transition zones', which occur on either side of an island. At these points, adjacent RUs occupy dissimilar states (active vs. inactive). Under conditions of high Ca 2+ and no xTnC (panel A), there are relatively few transition zones. When large numbers of RUs contain xTnC, activation islands become fragmented, and the number of transition zones drastically increases (panel B). Under conditions of high xTnC content, a model with fixed RU span, such as the one we employ here, tends to underestimate the steady-state force. Figure 3) were generated by the model at a range of pCa values, and were analyzed to determine the distribution of activation within filaments and across filaments. The inset in the center shows an F SS -pCa curve produced by the model, with points labeled A-E). At each of these points, a histogram is shown that describes the sampled population of thin filament configurations. Red bars indicate the percentage of whole filaments having the total number of active RUs indicated by the bin on the x-axis. For instance, in panel A, the left-most red bar (the bin for 1RU) shows a value of ⇠0.4%. This means that 0.4% of thin filaments sampled contained exactly 1 active RU. Black bars indicate how the active RUs are distributed within thin filaments. For example, the left-most black bar in panel A shows a value of ⇠0.45%. This means that 0.45% of all RUs were found to be in islands 1 RU in length. Similarly, that same panel shows that detectable numbers of RUs were found in islands of length greater than 1 RU. We can see from this histogram that even at pCa 6, when activation is minimal, more RUs reside in contiguous islands (islands greater than 1 RU) than are activated in isolation (islands of 1). In panels B-E, it is clear that increasing Ca 2+ concentration promotes the formation of larger and larger islands of active RUs.
